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Jehoshaphat – Class 2 
"Consider what you are doing, for you do not judge for man but for the LORD"
Manitoulin 2005 – 2Chr 18

Last Class
Looked at several failures on the part of Jehoshaphat in making marriage, political and business alliances with the family of Ahab
His motives may have been somewhat good – trying to reunite the kingdom, but he went about it the wrong way.
Surely they were not entirely good, for he faces some severe criticism now:


2 Chr 19:1-3
“return in peace” - same words used twice in last chapter – Micaiah tells everyone to go home in peace, and later Ahab claims that he will return home in peace. 
	Possibly therefore this event follows on from the events of 2Chron 18, but it is just as likely that it is after the wrath at the end of 2Kings 3.

	Jehu - son of Hanani. Would have been an old prophet - He was there in Baasha's reign (1Kings 16:1), at least 35 years earlier. 
	Hanani was also a prophet - he had appeared to Asa to criticise him for making a foreign alliance instead of trusting in God (2Chr 16:7-9) 


	Jehu sums up Jehoshaphat’s alliances with Israel as helping the wicked – which is loving those who hate Yahweh. This is very stark, but a common theme of the Bible – we like to make things like this shades of grey, but God makes them one or the other.


OH
Psa 139:21-22 - extreme language - but this is what we are called on to. Utmost (perfect) hatred.
	Rom 1:32 - Rom 1 ends with a list of all sorts of perversions that occur in the world. We all hopefully do not do these things. But this last verse is sobering - we may not do them, but do we approve of these people. I am guilty here as I am sure most of us are. It is easy to enjoy the entertainment of this world, even when we know it is showing us things opposed to God, or is performed by those opposed to God (expand?)
	James 4:4 - Very blunt - it all goes back to the basics - we love God, or Men - we cannot do both – can’t serve 2 masters
	Psa 36:4 - To not hate evil is sin!

	So Jeho.'s motives may have been the best, but this is what he did. Jehu calls it loving those who hate God. 
	Difficult balance – we are obviously unable to leave the world, in fact in one sense we ought to have a love for our fellow man, wanting to preach to them all. But we still must hate sinful activity and be grieved by it, as was Lot. 


	Jehoshaphat, was pursuing a worthy goal of reuniting the nation, but he threw out his standards and failed to point out evil. - Eph 5:11 - do not fellowship, rather expose the works of darkness
	Through out all of the evil committed by Ahab, the most Jehoshaphat could do was offer a mild rebuke.


	This affects us when preaching. We try to avoid unnecessary conflict, but we can go too far and not say anything that we fear might offend, be it not mentioning doctrine in our LTRTBE seminars, choosing bland generic lecture titles.
	IT can be worse with our dealings with colleagues or neigbours – in this day an age, evil is called good (e.g. same sex marriage), and we may be reluctant to speak out
	Fact is, the gospel will cause conflict – it can’t help but do so, as it is part of the natural antagonism between the serpent and the woman.

OTOH, we can go the opposite extreme and seek conflict, thinking ourselves righteous when we are persecuted.
Finding balance is not easy

	Hezekiah showed how to reunite properly:
	2Chron 30:6-9 - they did not pretend that they were not sinners – this was a truth message, but mixed with a positive message of compassion and forgiveness
	2Chron 30:10-11 most laughed, this is inevitable, but some humbled selves. If we ever find that we are not laughed at, and hundreds are crowding our halls, then likely the message has been watered down.


But despite this mistake, Jehoshaphat was a good man. He had removed idolatry from the land. 

And he had set or purposed his heart to seek God. It speaks of his intentions, which were good, even in the Ahab incident. Motives are more important than actions. We can’t say deliberately do the wrong thing and say that our intentions were good. Only a few occasions of this phrase, one helps us see this…
	2Chr 30:18-20 – they were technically breaking the law, but their hearts were prepared to seek God – this was more important, and they were forgiven.

Not a casual thing – to prepare implies planning and preparation – same word is used of David’s planning for the building of the temple
	Practically this means having a plan – things like doing the readings, setting aside time for prayer etc.


	This is a key moment in Jehoshaphat’s life – Jehu’s father had given a simila message to Asa, and Asa through him in jail.
	As well as that, Jehoshaphat has just experienced either 1 or 2 military losses.

How will he react?





V4
lived in Jerusalem, and went out – sounds like a contradiction?!?! The point is he remained based in Jerusalem, no more foreign entanglements
Went out and taught the people of his own territory – this was his highest priority – not a concern for rebuilding the army. Rather, it appears that people had begun drifting in the previous 20 years, perhaps the influence of Israel.
Double lesson for us
	Accept criticism – how do we often accept criticism, especially if it is a public rebuke?
Set priorities in personal, family and ecclesial life – what is the most import thing to attend to?

As well as this, Jehoshaphat reforms the system of judges throughout the land. Does 2 things:
	v5-7establishes judges in each of the main cities

v8-11 sets up in Jerusalem a court of appeal for cases in the cities that are too hard to be decided. 
	V8 is a bit tricky to translate, but the idea seems to be that Jehoshaphat selected from all the land certain Levites, priests and household heads and they were to live in Jerusalem. 
	V10 – a dispute from your brethren – i.e. the judges in the other cities.
	There were 2 types of judges – those over civil matters (i.e. disputes or matters of the  (v11)) and those deciding religious matters (i.e. the judgement of Yahweh).

	As would be expected, this whole arrangement is based on Deuteronomy!


OH - Deut 16:18-22
Summarise parallels
Jehoshaphat also mentions not to fear man, for Yahweh is with you in judgement – this is echoing Deut 1:16-17, also about the setting up of judges…
	Do not fear man, for the judgement is God’s. 

The idea of the court of appeal also comes in next chapter after Deut 16…

Deut 17:8-9
Cases that are too hard
The place God would choose is a reference to Jerusalem – where Jehoshaphat sets up this court.
Levitical priest, or the judge – 2Chr 19:11 – the priest  and a ruler of house of Judah

David had set up such a system  - 1Chron 23:4 – 6000 were set up to be officers and judges
	Perhaps the system had fallen into disuse, or more likely it had become corrupt, since Jehoshaphat is very careful to emphasise not taking bribes or being partial.





NT parallel
A lot of this may not seem all that relevant, but the NT actually makes a few allusions that the system of ecclesial eldership is modelled on the OT system of judges and Levites.
	For example Paul is instructing Timothy how to pick new elders in 1Tim 5:17-22 because it would appear the existing ones were corrupt – language is reminiscent of the passages in Deuteronomy, and 1Chron 19:
	Paul’s pattern was to set up elders in each city, just as Jehoshaphat is doing here.
V18 – muzzle the ox – a reference to support for elders, from the law – Jeho has also set up elders in Jerusalem, obviously they will be supported.
V19 2 or 3 witnesses – The Deut 17 passage we were in just finished referring to that
V20 – a rebuke so that others will not sin – v10 in 2Chr 19 – to warn both parties so as to not be guilty before God
V21 – in presence of God – Jehoshaphat tells them they are not judging for man, but for God, WHO IS WITH YOU WHEN YOU JUDGE
	V21 – not with bias or partiality
	Later in Timothy Paul warns of those elders who were in it for the money – i.e. like taking bribes.
	Could expand at length on this, but I am convinced that there is a lot to be learned from the OT examples of how elders functioned in the NT, and therefore should today.

We like to remind ourselves that we are all one in Christ and are all equal, but just as there are different roles for men and women in the ecclesia, so to for different members.
	When it comes to elders, we like to always remind ourselves of passages that they are to be humble servants, and not to lord it over the flock – and this is all true.
But only half the picture – that is the instruction to the elders. To the rest of the ecclesia there are passages like Heb 13:17. There are several passages like this. Rather than a lengthy digression on this, I have some notes on principles of ecclesial eldership in the NT, if you are interested – I’d love to get some feedback
	But it does seem to me that 1st century was much more hierarchical that we are today

Let’s come back to 2Chronicles, but now keep in mind the idea that these verse are of especial relevance to our elders today. 


V5-7
Acts 14:23 and Tit 1:5 – appoint elders in every city
	Judge for Yahweh, not man – a play on Jehoshaphat’s name – judge here is “shaphat”
An especial responsibility – just like the elders of the first century – therefore they are to take heed, or consider what they were doing. 
	A reminder too that they were not judging human judgement, but in the place of God – but of course they too are under God and in his presence 
	Matt 18 – where ever 2 or 3 – Christ is in presence – context is judgement and settling disputes and binding on earth and in heaven.

Then Jehoshaphat addresses the court of appeal in Jerusalem

V9-10
law, commandment, statutes and judgements – 4 diff words for the law. 
	Often the hardest thing we all need to do is determining which principle to apply in our decisions – both on a personal level, and in deciding matters between others. 
It would be easier if there was a single law to cover every situation, but instead there are many principles that must be weighed up
Could reduce it down to MERCY and JUDGEMENT, or GRACE and TRUTH – God is defined by both, as was Christ. 
	We are all to be rulers or judges in the age to come, and so ought now to be able to make these discernments. 

	Warn them not to trespass against Yahweh – sometimes in our disputes with each other, it is all about me and you – we can forget that we are sinning against God


	Or else wrath would come upon them – Jehoshaphat has just experienced God’s wrath. May think he has no right to be telling others what to do. 
	Sometimes when we have failed miserably, we may think we no longer have a right to speak out against sin, that we are hypocrites. Not true.

Often in scripture those who have made past mistakes are the best ones to be speaking to others. They can use themselves as example of failure.
	OH
David – Psa 32 & 51 – about his sin – both have a strong teaching element – Psa 32 is titles a teaching psalm. 
	Peter – often alludes to his own great failure in his teaching, 2 X using same word for “deny”, or referring to his own presence as a witness to the sufferings of Christ. Everyone would know of his failure, all 4 gospels described it. The most detailed is Mark, that many believe Peter helped write. 
Paul too – he is an example of failure, mercy and repentance. 
Those of us who have failed and then repented are in a stronger position to teach others about mercy and grace, but also to warn against sin.



V11
Here we see a very clear division between things pertaining to God, and those for the king – echoing the division Christ makes of things for Caesar, and things for God. 
This division is reflect elsewhere in the OT too, especially in the time period after the exiles returned:
	Hag 2:4 
	Zerubbabel – matters of king
Joshua – high priest
Take courage (sw as resolute/courageously in v11)
	I am with you = Yahweh be with you
	Ultimately the 2 roles are to be reunited in Christ
	Zech 6:11-13 
A crown on a High Priest named Joshua (Jesus)
Called the branch, and builds temple (David promise)
Priest on a throne!

Psa 82
There appears to be a lot of links between the events of this chapter and Psa 82. The best reasons for this will come out in the final class where we will see more links between Psa 83 and 84 to 2Chr 20. 

Listen for echoes to 2Chr 19 as I read the psalm…

Psa 82:1-8
Addressed to the human judges – “gods” or elohim is a term to describe them – Exod 21:6, 22:8-9, 22:28 for example.
	Christ also uses these words of this psalm and applies them to the Pharisees as the “gods”
	This psalm puts a negative spin on 2Chr 19, implies that these reforms were necessary because the there was corruption among the judges.

OH

Lessons:
How to take rebuke
Priorities – not military reconstruction, but reformation to bring people to God, and the system of judges
	Importance of ecclesial eldership – God has always used a system like a hierarchy – open to abuse which is what Jehoshaphat is dealing with here.
	this is an important role – as gods!
	In fact we are all in training for this position, to be able to judge correctly:

1 Cor 6:2-3
Or do you not know that the saints will judge the world? 
And if the world is judged by you, are you not competent {to constitute} the smallest law courts?
Do you not know that we shall judge angels? 
How much more, matters of this life?


